
Multiple Flat Rate shipping Extension

User Guide

1.  Overview

Multiple Flat Rate shipping extensions are helpful and easy to use.

It allows the store owner to add multiple flat rates. Each flat rate can be
Enabled/Disabled easily from the backend. A set of configuration options
for price, sort order, applicable countries, and error message is
manageable from the backend.

You can control each flat rate shipping configuration from admin and enable
and disable the countries from backend.

2. How Does it work?

Login to store admin and go to : Stores -> Settings -> Configuration ->
Sales -> Shipping methods. Then, click on Flat rate #1 - Flat rate #5 to
configure these 5 shipping rates.



Configure Multiple Flat Rates:



● Enabled: Select Yes/No to Enable/Disable respective shipping
method.

● Method Name: Add Method Name of the respective shipping method
to be displayed in the frontend.

● Price: Add shipping price for respective shipping methods.
● Sort Order: Order to be displayed on the frontend.
● Title: Add Method Title to be displayed in frontend.
● Type: Add Type of shipping method.
● Ship to Applicable Countries: Select the specific or All countries

from the selection.
● Display Error Message: Enter an error message which you want to

display in the frontend. If you leave this box blank, the default
message will be displayed: Sorry, but we can’t deliver to the
destination country with this shipping module. This error message is
displayed only when Method is Not Applicable = Yes

● Ship to Specific Countries: Select one or more countries to which
the shipping method applied for.

● Show Method if Not Applicable: Select Yes to display all shipping
methods even when they do not belong to any applicable countries

Similarly, Admin can configure all five methods as instructed above.




